New Morphic Message Labels.
Quite a number of years ago we introduced our Red „x‟ Pen for people to write their own Morphic Messages.
With our specially treated Red „x‟ Pen we provided lengths of treated Gold Foil on which to write such
messages.
Red „x‟ Pen leaflet. - http://www.pwbelectronics.co.uk/product-information
Carol Clark of Positive Feedback Online gave a good description of her experiences using our technique and our
Red „x‟ Pen in :http://www.positive-feedback.com/Issue1/beltpen.htm
Our theme of writing beneficial Morphic Messages has now been taken up by Bill Kenny and his associate Nigel
Twinn on their web site:http://www.sounddowsing.org
Under Acknowledgements in Bill Kenny’s site is :>>> “This site is respectfully dedicated jointly to Peter, May and Graham Belt of PWB Electronics in Leeds, UK
and to the experienced dowser, Billy Gawn, from Northern Ireland. Without their separate kinds of inspiration,
the content of this site would simply not have been possible.” <<<
Bill Kenny has made some suggestions for Morphic Messages which people can write or print for themselves
however, in addition to people writing their own individual messages, we, at PWB, are now introducing a series
of readymade Morphic Message Labels for people to complete for themselves.
On our printed Morphic Message Labels for attaching to equipment we have left a blank space for people to
insert the actual Brand name of their own equipment. We have Labels specifically for equipment, and Labels
specifically for other objects in the listening environment and also for photographs, cars etc.
Equipment Labels refer to ALL equipment i.e audio, video, computer, electronic etc. The completed Equipment
Labels can be attached to either the outside or to the inside of equipment.
In writing on our Morphic Message Labels, we suggest using a Red permanent ink, fine tip pen.
recommend a Red Staedtler Lumocolor, Fine tip pen.

We would

With the Labels for equipment, write the Brand name of the equipment in Capital letters in the blank space
provided. e.g. AUDIO RESEARCH
With the Label for cars, write the make of the car in Capital letters. e.g. VOLKSWAGEN
With the Label for a photograph, the person whose photograph it belongs to signs their name with the Red pen in
the space provided. e.g. MAY BELT
The procedure for using the Morphic Message label for photographs is as follows.
You need a photograph of the person who is the one listening to music.
better – one taken as a child and one a more recent photograph.

Two separate photographs are even

Place the one (or two photos) in a plain plastic bag and attach the Morphic Message Photo Label (already signed)
on the outside of the bag. Then place the plastic bag containing the photo/photos in a deep freezer in the
building and leave it there permanently. However, listening experiments can be carried out if you wish. Listen

to some music for a time, getting used to that sound, then remove the plastic bag containing the photo/s from the
deep freezer and listen again. The sound will now be perceived as „nowhere near as good as before‟ and the
better sound will not be restored until the photo/s are returned to the deep freezer.
We have also introduced a Label for miscellaneous items in the listening environment.
Miscellaneous items such as gas meters, electric meters, AC power blocks, table lamps and floor standing lamps,
central heating radiators, telephones, mirrors, pictures on the wall, clocks, windows etc.
With the Label for miscellaneous items, write the name of the specific item the label is to be attached to. For
example. If the Label is to be attached to the rear of a mirror, in the listening environment, then write the word
MIRROR, with the Red pen, in the space provided on the Label.
The Morphic Message Labels do not have to be visual to be effective.
For treating such as upholstery items we have CCU safety pins – for attaching to carpets, curtains and upholstery.
CCU leaflet. -- http://www.pwbelectronics.co.uk/product-information
It would seem that many, many people who are interested in listening to music are not yet at the point of realising
that everything, in the modern environment, has an effect on the resolving of musical information. And that a
lot of the effect is adverse i.e. so many things in the environment not allowing the human being to fully resolve
the musical information available.
Our original specially treated Red „x‟ Pen and treated Gold Foil is still available for people to construct their own
version of the Morphic Messages as is our range of Morphic Message Foils. The various Morphic Message
Foils are available in 17 cm lengths and are ideal for cutting 2 – 3 mm strips to attach to components inside
equipment and to very small items in the listening room. For example. Such as narrow strips of the Inside Foil
are ideal for treating many small components inside equipment.
All our Morphic Message Foils carry numerous miniaturised beneficial messages down their length, so each 2 –
3 mm strip will carry many messages.
Morphic Message Foils.
-http://www.pwbelectronics.co.uk/product-information
All our labels and products are PWB treated. The price of each Morphic Message Label (Equipment, Photograph,
Car and “Universal”) is £10.
There is a smaller „x‟ label that can be fitted on ANY item; these are four for £10. Four of these will be sent with
every purchase of 10 of the standard label.
Examples are shown below – ITALICS are the added example
THIS AUDIO RESEARCH

THIS PHOTOGRAPH

EQUIPMENT IS GOOD

OF MAY BELT

AND PRODUCES

ALLOWS EXCELLENT

EXCELLENT SOUND > O.K.

SOUND > O.K.

THIS VOLKSWAGEN

THIS MIRROR

CAR PRODUCES

ALLOWS EXCELLENT

EXCELLENT SOUND > O.K.

SOUND > O.K.

Morphic Resonance is understood as a linkage with already established systems which include physical
patterns as well as such as behavioural and communication patterns. As we understand it, the more
identical things which exist, the stronger the morphic resonance linkage.
Many and varied forms of communication have been in existence for millions of years and language (spoken
and written) is merely the latest form of communication. Words and their meaning link in with already
established morphic resonance patterns and the more the words (and their meaning) have been used, the
stronger will be the morphic resonance.
PWB Electronics,
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